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Most people can fl oat in water, especially salt water, and defi nitely with 
the addition of the minimum 22 lb of fl oatation that a PFD provides. It 
may seem strange, then, that some people forget to use their inherent 
fl otation when rolling. 

When teaching layback rolls it is very easy to explain the value of 
the body’s fl otation; many people learn to roll with such swift body 
movements that they may not have experienced the true feeling or 
value of their buoyancy however, mainly due to the massive force that 
can be created using a strong paddle sweep.

It is fairly simple maths to show that the resistive force created by the 
human body fl oating, whether as a result of the body’s inherent buoyancy 
or a PFD, is considerably smaller than that force which you can create 
from the sweep of a Greenland paddle extended while rolling.

So why worry about fl oating when a paddle will get you up? In this digital 
version of Ocean Paddler you can read Helen Wilson’s description of 
a pair of classic Greenland rolls, the Norsamik Nerfalallugu and Tallit 
Paarlatsillugit Timaannarmik, no paddle involved in either. Rolls like 
these work when you perfect your body mechanics and learn to 
decrease your dependence on the paddle sweep force. If you ever 
want to expand your repertoire of rolls, then learning how to leverage 
your fl otation is a great exercise to work on.

When you don’t have one, a forward fi nishing roll can seem like a huge 
mountain to climb. Retraining our bodies to rotate forward and not 
layback is a challenge for many. I learned the Storm Roll fi rst. Alex, 
great local rolling mentor, taught me it in the pool a couple of winters 
ago. After the Storm we moved onto the Reverse Sweep. That winter 
ended with forward-fi nishing Norsaq rolls. Just like during layback 
rolls, the paddle can provide tremendous power in forward-fi nishing 
rolls. This allows you to get away with poor technique and use speed 
and strength rather than subtle supple movements. As I mentioned 
earlier, if you want to progress to advanced rolls then this paddle 
dependency isn’t necessarily a good thing.

I like to teach the art of rolling rather than the mechanics of rolling. Just 
getting someone to roll is not satisfying enough for me anymore; I want 
to help people roll well. My body tells me when I am rolling well. If I 
am doing a reverse sweep and I feel tension or pressure in my arms or 
shoulders I know I am doing it wrong. If after a forward-forward norsaq 
roll my triceps are burning, I have used the wrong body position. A 
new roller will celebrate any roll that ends in success: success being 
defi ned as ending upright. Finding ways to help them be successful 
and  have great form is my current challenge.

Last month I spent some time afl oat fi lming forward-fi nishing roll 
practice, in order to show some of the techniques I use to train 
myself to become less dependent upon paddle leverage and more 
dependent upon my own body. I was watching the excellent DVD 
This is the Roll recently and liked the language that Turner (Wilson) 
was using to describe the motion your body goes through during 
forward recoveries. He used the yoga poses of Cow and Cat to 
describe the concave to convex curves: chin up to forehead down. 
Applying this underwater really allows you to exaggerate the motion 
that you use to recover. Exaggeration can be a useful training 
method, in that it can help us to feel the range of motion that we can 
use and the subsequent effect it has on righting the kayak. When we 
apply the motion in smaller doses, we understand the impact that it 
has on the recovery.



If you intend to progress to more advanced rolls 
with paddle-less recoveries tucked forward, then 
learning to float becomes critical. Floating face 
down in the chest sculling position allows you to 
understand how much buoyancy you have to work 
with. If you lie face down in the water and get your 
chest flat, you can experiment with crunching your 
abs and curling your back into the cat pose and 
see how far you can right the boat before its desire 
to be flat (upside down) overcomes the righting 
moment of your buoyancy. If you can identify this 
turning point in the roll, then you can use it to 
ensure you don’t use your valuable arm movements 
too early. Rolling the body first with your abs and 
then following up with your arm motion will allow 
you to recover more consistently. I also use this 
concept in the reverse sweep roll. Roll the boat 
with your abs while sweeping your body and arm 
forward up to the point where you have maximized 
the return on your buoyancy, then sweep down and 
under the hull.

Recently I was discussing the storm roll and trying 
to explain how to move your body from the tucked-
reaching-up position to the shoulders-flat looking-
down position. In the forward-finishing hand and 
Norsaq rolls, this becomes a vital skill to ensure 
that you are able to maximize your body’s inherent 
buoyancy. You could, if you wanted to, pause every 
forward-finishing hand roll in the floating position. 
Simply roll into the chest scull and then recover 
from it. This is not really desirable or demonstrating 
best form, however. Instead, we can fluidly move 

our body through the same positions and achieve 
a much more natural roll if we concentrate on 
maximizing the advantages we have through 
buoyancy and arm sweep.

When we start tucked we tend to reach up to the 
surface with our bodies twisted, coiled up like a 
spring. Unless you are very flexible, your shoulders 
are probably at a slight angle, not quite parallel 
to the keel, with your chest towards the hull. You 
need to go from this position with your chest 
pointed towards the kayak to a position where 
your back is arched the other way and your chest 
is away from the kayak. Simply unwind the spring, 
and then continue that motion until the spring (your 
core) is wound up the other way. The recovery 
then uses the core spring to unwind as you rotate 
forwards again into the unwound position with 
your shoulders across the kayak.

The rewinding of the spring is all part of the 
setup. The initial tuck you perform simply allows 
the kayak to invert. The real setup occurs 
underwater where you rewind the spring of 
the core. From this position your abs now can 
be used to rotate the boat, and your arm is 
positioned to provide maximum leverage as it 
sweeps out, down and forward.

When learning this motion it is unlikely that you will 
pause in the float position long, as it is a transition 
that you will make during the roll. By being 
conscious of the position that you are getting into, 

you can exaggerate the motion and then learn how 
much or little power you need from your abs and 
arms to make the recovery successful.

There are other ways to complete forward-finishing 
hand and Norsaq rolls. I can recover by simply 
hugging the boat so my nose touches the deck 
throughout the roll and simply use the Norsaq or 
my hand to sweep down to maintain the rotation. 
However, this approach requires considerable arm 
strength. The cow–cat winding-core approach 
requires far less strength and, in my experience, 
has a higher success rate.
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Dates for your diary

Simplifying the Roll with 
Helen Wilson and Mark Tozer
November 11, Anglesey, North Wales
This class is for those working on a beginning roll, an other-side 
roll or cleaning up an existing roll. The class will move through 
a steady progression of on-land exercises, in-water exercises 
and in-kayak exercises and will include techniques such as the 
Balance Brace, the Standard Roll and/or the Butterfly Roll. The 
techniques examined can be used with any type of paddle and 
any type of kayak. 

For more information, visit www.greenlandorbust.org 
or e-mail info@greenlandorbust.org.

Group Rolling Class
November 17 and 18, London, UK
The techniques examined in this class can be used with any type 
of paddle and any type of kayak. Topics that can be covered 
include first rolls, other-side rolls, layback paddle rolls, forward 
finish paddle rolls, norsaq rolls, hand rolls and beyond.

For more information, visit www.greenlandorbust.org 
or e-mail info@greenlandorbust.org.

Kayak Immersion Weekend
November 24 and 25, Anglesey, North Wales 
Join Helen Wilson and Mark Tozer for a full weekend of Yoga for 
Paddlers, Simplifying the Roll, Performance Paddling, Simplifying 
the Rescue and Applied Open Water Skills. 

For more information, visit www.greenlandorbust.org 
or e-mail info@greenlandorbust.org.

Simplifying the Roll
December 15, Big Lagoon, California 
This class is for those working on a beginning roll, an other-side 
roll or cleaning up an existing roll. The class will move through 
a steady progression of on-land exercises, in-water exercises 
and in-kayak exercises and will include techniques such as the 
Balance Brace, the Standard Roll and/or the Butterfly Roll. The 
techniques examined can be used with any type of paddle and 
any type of kayak. 

For more information, visit www.greenlandorbust.org 
or e-mail info@greenlandorbust.org.

Rolling with Sticks 
(waterproof guidebook and DVD)
Greenland-style rolling can be a relaxing, yoga-like 
exercise. Rolling is also a tremendously valuable self-
rescue technique, and should be the go-to recovery 
for any serious kayaker. Greenland rolls are steeped 
in the history of the Inuit people, whose very survival 
depended upon their ability to roll up and recover 
while hunting.

This unique waterproof book was designed by 
Christopher Crowhurst to be used afloat. The book is 
printed on Xerox premium NeverTear water-resistant 
polyester paper. Its spiral binding allows it to be 
opened up to a specific roll and placed on your 
kayak’s foredeck under the deck lines.
 
The rolls are divided into four sections: layback, 
forward finishing, throwing stick and finally hand rolls. 
Each section is listed in the recommended order to 
learn the rolls. The rolls become progressively harder 
as you work through each section. This book contains 
25 rolls, and each roll is illustrated with 8 diagrams 
and comprehensive written instructions.

Designed to complement the guidebook, the DVD 
covers the 25 rolls in depth. Filmed from many 
angles, including underwater and overhead, this DVD 
provides a training aid for paddlers looking to expand 
their rolling repertoire.

The guidebook and DVD can be purchased online by 
visiting http://rollingwithsticks.com
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